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The equation 
where X is very small, arises in considering the motion of a test particle about 
a mass-center in general relativity [l].l Because of the smallness of A, instead 
of solving the equation by means of an elliptic function, perturbation methods 
are commonly used to obtain an approximate solution. Perturbation methods 
yield a power series in X. The convergence of this series is studied in this 
paper by direct estimation of its terms, and sufficient conditions for conver- 
gence are obtained. These estimates are uniform in v and hence are valid for 
the entire motion. By summing the majorizing series, an estimate of the 
deviation from the Newtonian case (A = 0) is found. No use is made of the 
existence of an energy integral. The estimates are quite rough but they have 
the advantage of being easy to verify. 
A formal solution of Eq. (1) as a power series in h can be obtained in the 
following way: Set x = WV - v0 , where w does not depend on CJJ. Then 
Eq. (1) can be transformed into the following equation 
wwl + u = 1 + hU2 (2) 
where primes denote differentiation with respect to x. One sets 
w2 = 1 + hqr + *** + h%q, + ***, (3) 
El = 110 + Au, + *** + A%, + ***, (4) 
u. = 1 + e cos x. (5) 
+a and e are determined by initial conditions. Substituting expressions (3), 
* Present address : Aerospace Corp., San Bernardino, California. 
1 Equation (1) is a normalized form of the equation given in this reference. 
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(4), and (5) into Eq. (2) and equating coefficients of the same power of A gives 
u~+u,n-qg,ecosx=fn-gg, (6) 
where 
and 
fn = U&-l + u,u,-, + *** + up,-, + ... -t Un-1240 (7) 
& = q&L, + q&L2 + ... + q,u& + ... + qn-&’ 
It is readily shown that 
n+1 
(8) 
fa - g, = 2 Ak ek cos Ax. 
One chooses qn = - &i and one sets 
%L = ~?z, + an2e2 cos 2x + --- + un,,+len+l cos (n + 1) x, n > 1 (9) 
Then 
-(j2-l)u,$=/3n$. 
Define 
II h II = max {I do I + I dl I + .-. + I d, I, I do I + 4 I e + .*a + I d, I ep} 
whenever h(x) = do + d,e cos x + .** + d,ep cos px. Then from the dis- 
cussion just presented, one notes that 
and also that 
II UC II G 2 II& -& II (11) 
Since g, makes no contribution to the coefficient of e cos x, one also has 
ll%z/l Gllfnll- (12) 
One can verify that 
Il~+wGll~ll+llkll 
and that 
Ilhkll dllhll llkll. 
Thus 
II % II < llfn II + II& II; IIUCII r2(llfnII + II&&II) (13) 
Ilfnll~ll~ollII~n-~ll+II~~IIII~n-2ll+~~~+III(n-~IlII~oll~ (14) 
II~~II~II~,II~II~~-,Il+ll~2II~II~~-,’_,lI+~~~+/l~~-~IIII~;’lI. (15) 
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Now define 
Lx0 = 1, a, = qp,-1 + qc&2 + *-- + q-l”0 
The following inequality will be established. 
2% 3 al%-1 + q%-2 *** + cu,-,a, , 
The proof is by induction. When n = 1, 
201, > alao + a.@, = 2a1 . 
for n31 (16) 
n>l (17) 
When n > 1 and the inequality (17) is assumed to be true for all j < % 
one has 
3 oLl(qp,-2 + “l%-3 + *** + ob%-2) 
+ a2(aoan-3 f “1%z-4 + - 2%-3’y0) 
+ a** + a,-1% 
= ctlan-l + CL&-2 + -** 4 q&-p1 
Next define 
bo = a0 II uo IIY h&=(1 +~ll~o/I~n-l~~lI~oIln+l for n > 1. 
Then from the definition of ollz (formula (16)) and b, it follows that 
&a = (1 + 2 I I uo I I) (b,L, + L&Jo) 
+ (1 + 2 I I uo I I)” (V?+2 + b2L3 + *** + hz.-2~l), 
and from the inequality (17) it follows that 
2 II %J l12ba 2 vn-1 + b,h-2 + *** + L.1~1 
It is now claimed that 
II uo II II %-1 II + II Ul II II %a-2 II + .** + II %-1 II II uo II 
+ I I !I?%-1 I I I I u;’ I I + * * ’ + I I 41 I I I I 4-I I I d hz 
(18) 
(19) 
(20) 
(21) 
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One notes that this inequality and the inequalities (13), (14), and (15) 
imply that 
II %I II d bl and II ut II G 2&t (22) 
The inequality (21) will be demonstrated by induction. For n = 1, it 
states 
II uo II2 G h = % II uo II2 = II uo 112* 
Suppose that the inequality holds for i < n. According to inequalities (22), 
(12), (14), and (20) one has 
+ 2L,(l I uo I I I I fJ0 I I) 
< (1 + 2 II ug II> @Oh-I + LIMO) 
+ (1 + 4 11 uo II)(b,&-, + b2bn-3 + "' + bVL-?hd 
+ 2b,(b,b,-3 + ... + L3h) 
+ 2b,(b,b,-, + ... + hdl) 
+ . . . 
+ %&~I) 
< (1 + 2 I I ql I I > (@,-I + LIbO) 
+ (1 + 4 I( u,, 1 I) (b&a + b,b,-, + ’ * ’ + hdd 
+ 4 11 t$, ) I2 (@,-a + @n-s + ” ’ + bW-‘$l) 
and the latter expression, according to formula (19), equals b, . Thus a majo- 
rant for the perturbation series is 
II uo II + y&x” = II uo II + $r (1 + 2 II uo lly a, II uo IpA”. (23) 
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P = (1 + 2 II uo II) II *o II A* 
Then the series on the right hand side of Eq. (23) can be written as 
II uo II 2 “&. 
1 + 2 II uo II ncl 
Now one has the formula 
(24) 
(25) 
(26) 
To prove this formula note that (1 - V 1 - 4~)/2~ is a root of y = 1 + py2 
and if one expands y in a power series the coefficients satisfy formula (16). 
Hence the series (25) converges for 
The deviation from the Newtonian case is bounded by 
m - (1 - 2P) + 4P II uo II ( 
241 +2ll~oII) - 
(28) 
There is one more condition that must be satisfied, namely: one must be 
able to extract the square root of 1 + qrh + *a* + q,@ + *a* in order to 
obtain W. A sufficient condition for carrying out this operation is that 
Since 
is dominated by the quantity (28). H ence, if h and e satisfy the inequality (27) 
and also the inequality 
1 d=G - (1 - 2P) + 4P II uo II 1 < 1 
w + 2 II 210 II) , (29) 
everything is go. 
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